Bill Gates predicts 700,000 victims from corona
vaccination
blauerbote.com/2020/05/10/bill-gates-prognostiziert-700000-opfer-durch-corona-impfung

The US billionaire Bill Gates is a big player in the corona crisis and in the vaccination
business in general, finances the WHO vaccination program to a large extent and wants
to vaccinate all 7 billion people against corona, including those who have already been
cured. In an interview with CNBC, Gates said that every 10,000th person would suffer
permanent vaccination damage and he reckoned with 700,000 victims.
Towards the end of the short CNBC interview, Bill Gates (1) says:
“We have… you know… one in ten thousand… ah… side effects. Thats ... you know ...
way more. Seven hundred thousand ... ah ... you know ... people who will suffer from
that. So, really understanding the safety at gigantic scale across all age ranges - you
know - pregnant, male, female, undernourished and existing comorbidities. It's very,
very hard and that actual desicion of 'OK, let's go and give this vaccine to the entire
world'… ah… governments will have to be involved because there will be some risk and
indemnification needed before that… ah… can be decided on. "
In German this means:
“We have ... you know ... one in ten thousand ... ah ... side effects. They are ... you know
... a lot more. Seven hundred thousand ... ah ... you know ... people who are going to
suffer. So, to really understand safety on a gigantic scale across all age groups - you
know - pregnant, male, female, malnourished, and existing comorbidities. It's very,
very difficult, and the real decision, OK, let's go and give this vaccine to the whole
world ... ah ... governments are going to have to get involved because there is going to
be some risk and compensation before that ... ah ... can be decided. "
He reckons with 700,000 victims. And he is the one who massively advertises this
vaccination, whereby "advertise" is extremely euphemistic. So one can speculate about
even more victims. These numbers are much higher than the actual number of victims
due to Corona, whether dead on or with Corona or "other victims". It doesn't matter
whether you take the increased numbers of the RKI or numbers that are represented by
numerous experts (2). According to Gates, that would be 8,300 corona vaccination
victims for Germany with its 83 million inhabitants. He calls this - death or permanent
disability - "side effects".
The responsibility and the cost of compensation (as if it could be so easily compensated)
for the vaccination campaigns should be borne by the states. Bill Gates has evidently
learned to protect himself better (3-8). The price for this is naming the likely number of
victims, but multibillionaire Gates is pretty sure that he will not be pilloried by the
media and politics.
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